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Wedon’tneedtogotoSaudiArabiatoseesportswashing
L
et’s try a little thought experiment.
Imagine Paddy Power was in the
news for being hit with a record fine.
The offence in this imaginary
scenario is a build-up of thousands of
breaches of contract with its customers in
a scandal that spanned a full 18 years of
business. In fact, let’s not pick on Paddy
Power specifically – let’s make it the entire
bookmaking industry, banged to rights on
a combined 57 different regulatory
breaches that had affected 41,000 customer accounts. It wouldn’t be a great look.
Okay, let’s leave the bookies alone on
this one. Just this once, they can take the
moral high ground.
How about we hang the charges around
the neck of the drinks industry instead?
Come on down Diageo and friends. Let’s
say – and again, before the lawyers get
twitchy, this is merely idle hypothesising –
let’s say Guinness were found culpable for
53 of their customers losing properties, 13
of which were family homes. Or that once
the scandal was uncovered and even after
they had admitted responsibility, they still
delayed redress action to make it up to
some of the customers they had wronged,
leaving them years without compensation.
Yes, yes, okay. You can put down the red
pen, m’learned friends. The drinks

industry has nothing to do with this. Clean
as a whistle on this one.
Ah, what the hell. Let’s go nuclear
altogether. For the sake of this argument,
let’s make it the Saudis. In this scenario, it’s
Mohammed bin Salman and the Public
Investment Fund who have fallen foul of
the authorities and have admitted to
dozens of cases of “failing to act honestly,
fairly and professionally in the best
interests of its customers”.

Recordfine
Imagine this wasn’t the Saudis’ first rodeo
either and that the size of the record fine
was, in part, down to the fact that it had
been the subject of four previous
enforcements from the regulator. Or that
when it was all handed down, their official
public response was a statement that ran
to only 59 words.
Eighteen years, close to ¤600 million in
refunds, compensation and legal fees and
all they have to say for themselves is a
measly 59 words. Imagine the Saudis
behaving like that. Or Paddy Power. Or
Guinness. Or whoever.
Now imagine them sponsoring the
All-Ireland championships, as Allied Irish
Banks do.
Last month, the bill came due for AIB

for their role in the industry-wide tracker
mortgage scandal. The fine imposed by the
Central Bank is ¤119 million but there’s an
inbuilt 30 per cent discount for early
resolution, so the number that will ultimately go to the exchequer is ¤83 million.
All of which means that one of the
GAA’s headline sponsors is on the hook for
the biggest ever fine imposed by the
Central Bank for anything, ever. When you
consider that the Irish banking industry
has, to put it delicately, been no stranger to
scandals and breaches and fines down the
decades, that takes some doing.
For context, that is ¤45 million more
than the previous record, handed down to
Ulster Bank last year, also for their part in
the tracker scandal. A fine that size isn’t
handed down for a bit of colouring outside
the lines. This wasn’t some over-eager
junior staffer getting carried away and
greasing a few punters on the way up the
ladder. This was a monumental assault by
AIB on its customers, one that lasted
almost two decades and for which not a
single AIB employee or executive has ever
been found responsible.
Given all that, it’s reasonable to ponder
why the GAA continues to see them as
such an attractive bedfellow. Any other
industry that housed such a shower of
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It’s reasonable to ponder
why the GAA continues to
see AIB as such an
attractive bedfellow

delinquents would surely have sporting
bodies running as fast as possible in the
opposite direction by this stage. But look
around you and regardless of your sport,
banks are everywhere.
The GAA has AIB, Bank of Ireland are
hard-wired into provincial rugby and
domestic soccer. Ulster Bank have left the
scene now but they hung in there with
their sponsorship of the All-Ireland
League right up to the end. All these
banks, the self-same institutions who
bankrupted the country just over a decade
ago and ravaged communities throughout
the tracker scandal, they’ve all stayed in
their various partnerships without any
suggestion that their behaviour might
imperil the arrangements.

There’s a double-standard here, which
the GAA has found itself in the middle of –
albeit through laudable intent. Whereas
other sporting bodies have less of an issue
with entering into partnerships with
bookies and drinks companies, the GAA
has long since decided to turn away from
sponsorship that promotes alcohol or
gambling. They feel a societal responsibility, a protectiveness towards their members. Sneer at that if you will but it’s
genuinely held and dutifully followed.

Financialdisaster
And yet, when it comes to AIB, whose
actions resulted in financial disaster up to
and including the loss of family homes,
there appears to be no issue. The record
fine was handed down on Wednesday,
June 22nd. The following weekend, the
football quarter-finals were held in Croke
Park – eight counties pouring over
120,000 paying guests into GAA headquarters. Flick through the match programmes
on both days you find 10 mentions of AIB
or uses of their logo – including on the
front cover, on all team lineout pages and a
full-page ad on the inside cover. The price
of doing business.
So what’s to be done about all this?
Probably nothing, if we’re all very honest
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Tennis Wimbledon

PolarisingKyrgiosprovestobea
magnetforbothsighsandeyes

Soccer

Kenny set for another coach
search after Eustace move
With John Eustace replacing
Lee Bowyer as Birmingham
City manager, Stephen
Kenny appears to be seeking
a fourth new coach for the
Republic of Ireland in just
two years.
Eustace only joined the
Ireland camp in March, when
Belgium head hunted
Anthony Barry ahead of the
World Cup in Qatar, with the
Englishman maintaining his
day job as Queens Park
Rangers coach.
Barry had replaced
Damien Duff as coach and he
introduced Chelsea’s 3-4-2-1
system, straight off the
training ground where he
works full-time, as Ireland
then went on a run of four

Johnny Watterson
atWimbledon

Fans beguiled by the
maverick’s blend of
skill and inclination
towards conflict
Freak show or latter-day John
McEnroe, Nick Kyrgios has
polarised Wimbledon and the
locker room like no other player
since the American scorched
Centre Court grass. History has
been kind to McEnroe, but to
the well-heeled All England
Club the New Yorker was the
son of Satan during his reign of
the early 1980s.
Such was their contempt that
in July 1981, breaking a 104-year
tradition, the club announced
that their champion had not
been invited to become a
member. The 22-year-old, who
faced a $10,000 dollar fine and
a possible suspension for his
behaviour at the tournament,
was the first champion in the
history of the event not to be
offered an honorary membership.
Fresh from his earlier match
against Britain’s Paul Jubb,
where he lashed out towards
spectators and the umpire on
several occasions Kyrgios was
fined $10,000 for admitting to
spitting towards a fan. “Someone just yelled out I was s**t in
the crowd today,” he said before
spittle flew in the direction of
the heckler.
He called a line judge, who
had left their chair to talk to the
umpire “a snitch with no
friends” and accused a fan of
trying to “stir up disrespect”
before issuing a warning.
“That’s fine, but if I give it back
to you, that’s just how it is.”
On Saturday night he
brought his show back to the
courts and screens. BBC cut
away from Nadal slicing and dicing Italian Lorenzo Sonego to
three-set oblivion to dive into
the firefight in the coliseum that

The newly elevated favourite
for the women’s title next weekend made her way, unsteadily
at first but ultimately convincingly into the second week at
Wimbledon.
World number two Ons
Jabeur, hoping to become the
first African player to win a
Grand Slam title, beat Belgian
Elise Mertens 7-6 (11-9), 6-4 in a
little under two hours.

wins, five draws and a
narrow defeat in Portugal,
which helped to convince the
FAI board that Kenny
deserved a two year contract
extension to take Ireland to
Euro 2024 in Germany.
“He’s thought-provoking
and he challenges some
concepts, so he’s interesting
and I feel that he’s a really
good person as well, and he’ll
bring a humility to the
group,” said Kenny on
Eustace’s appointment. “I
think he’ll do a good job.”
Ireland won two, drew two
and lost twice during Eustace’s brief stint, which also
included a formation shift to
3-5-2.
GAVIN CUMMISKEY

Golf

Casey becomes latest player
to join LIV Golf series

Results & Order of Play
Day7–Results
Men’s
Singlesfourthround:(10)JannikSinner(Ita)
bt(5)CarlosAlcarazGarfia(Spa)6-16-46-7
(8-10)6-3,DavidGoffin(Bel)bt (23)Frances
Tiafoe(USA)7-6(7-3)5-75-76-47-5,(9)
CameronNorrie(Gbr)bt(30) TommyPaul
(USA)6-47-56-4,(1)NovakDjokovic(Ser)bt
TimVanRijthoven(Ned)6-24-66-16-2
Women’s
Singlesfourthround:MarieBouzkova(Cze)
btCarolineGarcia(Fra)7-56-2,(3)Ons
Jabeur(Tun)bt(24)EliseMertens(Bel)7-6
(11-9)6-4,TatjanaMaria(Ger)bt(12)Jelena
Ostapenko(Lat)5-77-57-5,JuleNiemeier
(Ger)btHeatherWatson(Gbr)6-26-4

Day8–OrderofPlay
CentreCourt–1.30pmBrandonNakashima
(USA)vNickKyrgios(Aus),(4)PaulaBadosa
Gibert(Spa)v(16)SimonaHalep(Rom),(21)
BoticVandeZandschulp(Ned)v(2)Rafael
Nadal(Spa)
Court1–1pm:(17)ElenaRybakina(Kaz)v
PetraMartic(Cro),JasonKubler(Aus)v(11)
TaylorHarry Fritz(USA),(20)Amanda
Anisimova(USA)vHarmonyTan(Fra)
Court2–11am:ChristianGarin(Chi)v(19)
AlexDeMinaur(Aus),AlizeCornet(Fra)v Ajla
Tomljanovic(Aus),(9)ZhaoxuanYang(Chn)&
YiFanXu(Chn)v(7)AlexaGuarachi(Chi)&
AndrejaKlepac(Slo), JackSock(USA)&Cori
Gauff(USA)vEdouardRoger-Vasselin(Fra)&
AlizeCornet(Fra)

Kyrgios had created on number
one court. The Australian has
become box office.
With his sleeve of tattoos,
back-to-front cap, feline movement and a tennis game to die
for, Kyrgios, like McEnroe, was
stripping paint.
In a crazily watchable
third-round match both he and
Stefanos Tsitsipas received

code violations. The Greek star
then sent a ball hurtling into the
crowd after his serve was broken for the second set with Kyrgios immediately demanding
for him to be defaulted.
“He just hit a ball in the
f*****g crowd, are you dumb?”
he asked umpire Damien
Dumusois.
Kyrgios was then accused of

“threatening” Dumusois after
telling the official he would be
speaking about him in his
post-match press conference. “I
cannot believe, the amount of
s**t this tournament is going to
get because of you is insane,”
said the 27-year-old.
“People want to see me, not
you. You don’t know how to play
so how about you don’t tell me
how to play. I don’t care, bro ...
people want to see me, not you.
So don’t tell me what to do.”
Commentating for the BBC,
Andrew Cotter said: “He’s
threatening and trying to intimidate the umpire here.”
So toxic was the mood that
during play Tsitsipas twice tried
to hit Kyrgios with the ball at the
net as the dispute indeed carried into the post-match press
conference where Tsitsipas accused the winner of being a bully.
“I’m not sure how I bullied
him,” said Kyrgios. “He was the
one hitting balls at me, he was

the one that hit a spectator, he
was the one that smacked it out
of the stadium. I didn’t do anything. I was actually like – apart
from me just going back and
forth to the umpire for a bit – I
did nothing towards Stefanos today that was disrespectful, I
don’t think. I was not drilling
him with balls ... so, you think I
could just peg balls into the
crowd and not get defaulted?”
Wilfullyunconventional
He is wilfully unconventional,
the
underarm
serves,
irreverence and shattering of
the gentile tennis shibboleth
have made Kyrgios the most
watchable player in the world
because he’s not in control.
It usually comes at a cost. But
he is into the fourth round
against American Brandon
Nakashima and the eyes of a
younger generation, who have
less reverence for courtesy and
tradition, are never off him.
The fans know and the broad-

■ Nick Kyrgios speaks with

the umpire after the second
set during his third round
match against Stefanos
Tsitsipas at Wimbledon.
PHOTOGRAPH: PA

casters understand and the
game is discovering that there
must be room for the Australian’s dissonance as it always
goes back to a compelling interest in, generosity towards, and
empathy for, the flaws and
warts. His glorious struggle is
our struggles, his unpredictable, Technicolor temperament
a flip side to his natural talent.
The contradictions and
personal conflict of Kyrgios are
something tennis has lacked.
But Tsitsipas saw a bully,
whereas others see flair and
self-destruction. McEnroe was
invited to become an All
England member the following
year. The game’s sensibilities
withstood him. So too Kyrgios.

ImpressiveJabeurmaintainsprogresswhilestillhavingfun
JOHNNY WATTERSON

about it. AIB are no pariah here. We may
argue that they ought to be but that’s a
different day’s work. Partly it’s because
regardless of their actions, they’re seen as
respectable in a way bookies and drink
vendors never will be. Partly – and counterintuitively – it’s because people are a bit
inured to banking scandals at this stage.
But mostly, it’s because AIB’s sponsorship of the GAA is a success. They’ve
supported the club championships since
the early-’90s. They’re one of the six title
sponsors of the All-Ireland. They’ve
hooked up with the camogie championships too. They’ve made it worth everyone’s while, not just financially but in
terms of engagement too.
They’ve thrown themselves into making
behind-the-scenes videos with the Tailteann Cup, with club players and county
players in all sorts of scenarios. They’ve got
hashtags going and social media campaigns pumping. You won’t be able to
move for the next few months of the club
championships with being bombarded
with #TheToughest and all the rest of it.
The Real Ireland, packaged up and sold to
you by a bank that spent 18 years swindling
the people who live in it.
You don’t have to go to Saudi Arabia to
see sportswashing in action.

After world number one Iga
Swiatek was surprisingly beaten on Saturday, Jabeur now
steps into pole position to make
it through this week and also become the first Arab player to
make it to a Grand Slam final.
“It’s never easy to play her. I
had to dig very deep in the
tiebreak,” said the Tunisian
player. “I couldn’t imagine
three sets with her. I always
have fun on grass. I love playing
on grass. Hopefully it will

continue this way for me all the
way to the final.”
An evangelist for the game,
Jabeur once again challenged
others from the continent of Africa to follow her example and
urged players to stop making excuses.
“I want to see more players
here not from my country but
the African continent,” she said
in her interview on Centre
Court. “I want them to believe
more in themselves. I don’t

come from a rich family. You Jabeur narrowly eking it out
just [have] got to stop looking 11-9 to take an important advanfor excuses and go for it.”
tage.
The second set was more
Variedgame
straight forward as Jabeur got
Again showing her varied onto the Mertens serve and begame, Jabeur faced an gan to return with greater conobdurate opponent in Mertens, sistency and one break of serwho was fast around the court vice had the Belgian serving to
and confidently played from stay in the fourth round. Nerves
the baseline with hard and accu- then appeared to come into
rate hitting. The pair could not play and on match point
be separated in the first set Mertens served up a double
which went to a tiebreak, fault to close the evening.

Earlier in the day the championship of Britain’s Heather
Watson came to a close at the
hands of a talented young German player, Jule Niemeier 6-2,
6-4 in a match played directly after the Centre Court 100 year
celebration.
Watson never really threatened Niemeier, who coasted to
the first set before finishing the
match in just 77 minutes. Watson was the last British woman
in the singles draw.

Paul Casey has become the
latest player to join the
Saudi-backed LIV Golf
Invitational Series, despite
previously saying he would
be a “hypocrite” to play in the
Saudi International.
The 44-year-old is scheduled to compete in the third
LIV Golf event at Trump
National Golf Club Bedminster later this month, although he has not played
since March due to a back
injury.
Casey, who is a former
Unicef ambassador, opted
out of the inaugural Saudi
International on the European Tour in 2019, citing
concerns over the country’s

human rights record.
However, he subsequently
performed a U-turn.
“This is not a decision I’ve
taken lightly,” Casey said. “I
believe sport has the power
to affect change. I’ve listened
to the Saudis’ and their vision
for the future.”

Hockey

Ladies’football

Madeley fires
Ireland to win
over Scotland

Sheridan helps
Cavan retain
senior status

A Luke Madeley hat trick saw
Ireland’s men win the Four
Nations Invitational tournament in Uddingston as they
beat hosts Scotland in the
final 5-3.
Callum Robson opened the
scoring when he picked out
the top corner 12 minutes
into the contest but the hosts
bounced back to lead 2-1 with
brothers Cameron and Jamie
Golden both netting.
Tim Cross, however,
levelled it at 2-2 at half-time
and Ireland took control in
the third quarter with
Madeley firing carbon copy
corner goals.
Alan Forsyth hit back with
11 minutes to go but the
Green Machine finished off
strong with Madeley completing his hat trick.
It is their second series win
of the summer thus far as
they continue to build to
August’s target event, the
EuroHockey qualifiers.

Geraldine Sheridan scored
the crucial goal as Cavan
retained their All-Ireland
Senior Championship status
for next year with a 1-13 to 1-9
win over Westmeath, who
now fall back to the Intermediate grade.
After being behind for
most of the game – and
having missed a first-half
penalty – Cavan took the lead
for the first time in the 48th
minute and despite Westmeath coming back at them,
Gerry Moane’s side were
able to hold on.
Westmeath let by two at
the break and a goal by Sarah
Dillon in the 42nd minute
looked like it might give them
the edge, but Cavan came
back with two points before
Sheridan finished to the net.
Westmeath pulled back
level again but late frees
from McVeety and Gilsenan
got Cavan over the line to
secure their senior status.

■ Paul Casey: ‘This is not a
decision I’ve taken lightly’
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Gamblingindustryknowshowtofacedowntheodds
A

t last week’s Joint Committee on
Justice meeting in the Oireachtas,
there came one of those statements that makes everyone do a
double take. Invited to make submissions
for the pre-legislative scrutiny phase of
the Gambling Regulation Bill, some of the
great and good of the betting world dialled
in and held forth on their views of where
we are with problem gambling.
One contributor was Martin Le Jeune,
communications man for British betting
giant Entain, who own Ladbrokes. Among
Entain’s most recent greatest hits is the
decision this month not to repay £58 million of furlough money received from the
British government during the 2020
lockdown despite making profits of
£393 million last year. Their worldwide
revenue grew last year by eight per cent to
$3.83 billion and their profits in the UK
alone jumped by 125 per cent. But no, they
won’t be handing back £58 million in
taxpayer money that was used to pay staff
during the pandemic.
Anyway, that wasn’t what Martin Le
Jeune came to the Oireachtas Committee
last week to talk about. Instead, he was
there, along with reps from Flutter (aka
Paddy Power) and other smaller players to
assure deputies that at Entain, “we

welcome your inquiry, we welcome what
you are doing here and we are on the same
page as you when it comes to safe gambling”.
All to the good then, yeah? Common
ground is good ground. The people want
regulation, the politicians want regulation, the bookies want regulation. So let’s
all get our Warren G on. Let’s regulate.
But just in case anyone was in danger of
getting too comfortable, Le Jeune set
down his marker for the day. “At Entain,”
he continued, “our view is that online
gambling is inherently no more dangerous
than retail gambling.”
You nearly had to hand it to him for
sheer chutzpah. Plenty of PR dudes from
the big gambling firms are content to take
their beating at these events. They know
most of it is blather with no real cause and
effect, just as they know that the worst
thing that will happen is a bit of grandstanding from a politician who has had an
extra Weetabix that morning.
They don’t even physically have to be in
the room anymore since it’s all done at a
digital distance. So in general, the approach is usually to not scare the horses. A
few empty bromides about how betting is
just a bit of fun, some grimaced concession that mistakes were made in the past

and hey-ho, everybody’s out the gap.
This was different. Le Jeune – and by
extension Entain – clearly had a point to
make. What the long-awaited Gambling
Regulation Bill ends up looking like is
anyone’s guess at this remove but evidently, there is a worry within the heavy hitters
of the gambling world that it could end up
having some teeth to it. While history
would suggest they don’t have a lot to be
nervous about, they evidently don’t want
to concede too much ground.
But even allowing for the best of PR
spin, even respecting the need for money-makers to stand up for the way they
make money, the claim that online
gambling is no more harmful than gambling in betting shops is an extraordinary
one to make. Le Jeune is no daw – he knew
what he was saying even sounded wrong
on the ear. “I expect I will get questions on
that later on,” was his next sentence.
When he did, his response leaned
heavily on a survey done by the Gambling
Commission in the UK towards the end of
last year. “We in the UK have been
measuring rates of problem gambling for
many years and those years include a
period in which online has gone from
effectively zero of the market to being a
substantial amount of the betting market.

‘‘

The claim that online
gambling is no more
harmful than gambling in
betting shops is an
extraordinary one to make

Yet despite this, problem gambling rates,
as measured by The Gambling Commission – so an official UK body, not an
industry body – have either remained
static or in fact have dropped.
“More dramatically, you might say –
and even I was surprised by this – during
the period up to September 2021 covering
the period of lockdown, problem gambling rates went from 0.6 per cent of those
who gambled to 0.3 per cent. And that is a
remarkable figure. I think the only
deduction that one can make from that is
that there is no inherent difference

between online gambling and retail
gambling as far as problem gambling is
concerned.”
Well, we can certainly deduce something from the fact that Entain chose this
survey among all the other gambling
surveys to quote from. We can deduce
something from the fact that Le Jeune
didn’t quote the UK government’s Gambling Harms Review report from last
September, which drilled down into six
different studies into the effects of gambling and came to the conclusion that
participation in online gambling for
at-risk gamblers was double that of the
general population.
Or that 20 per cent of online gamblers
reported gambling more during lockdown
than before – even though months went by
without any sport to gamble on. Or that
gambling-related harms have cost the UK
economy alone an estimated £1.27 billion.
Beyond all that, the notion that you
need a study to show that online gambling
is more dangerous than retail is clearly
ridiculous. You can’t sit up to two in the
morning playing money-swallowing
casino games in your local Ladbrokes. For
retail gambling, you have to get up and go
to the physical building to place a bet. You
have to hand over actual money. All of this

is easier, quicker and less immediately
impactful when you do it on your phone. A
child knows this.
In Cheltenham week, the gambling
companies are always given a pass. They
are the facilitators of fun, the place to go
when loads of us become the kind of
every-race punters that would be a cause
for worry if it was the other 51 weeks of the
year. But they know, on some level, that
there is a danger they could become
pariahs in the not-too distant future.
The Gambling Regulation Bill is a
chance for Ireland to bring its woefully
outdated laws into the 21st century.
Entain and Flutter and all the rest of them
know that the guardrails for their industry
are being built here. They will chance
their arm, knowing a result isn’t out of the
question. They are experts in facing down
the odds, after all.
But on the ground, the grim reality is
that problem gambling is growing every
year. According to counselling group
Extern, the number of new visitors to the
website ProblemGambling.ie has increased tenfold in the past six years. The
political system has to be alive to all this.
It will have failed terribly if it allows
arrant nonsense to be passed off as
fundamental truth.

Basketball

Griner’simpactisclearas
fansawaitwordfromRussia
Alanis Thames &
Jonathan Abrams

BrittneyGriner:“Elevating
thepowerofathletesinthe
gametowritetheirown
narratives“.
Photograph:ArisMessinis/AFP
viaGettyImages

One of the world’s
best players is believed to
have been detained on
what customs officials
described as drug charges

W

hen Brittney Griner is on the
basketball court, everyone
knows. At 6ft 9in, she towers
over most other players. She
snatches rebounds over her opponents’
outstretched arms, and her team-mates
know the surest way to score: deliver the
ball to her.
Since the Phoenix Mercury drafted Griner number one overall in 2013, she has become one of the most dominant players
ever: a seven-time All-Star, a WNBA champion and a two-time Olympian with matching gold medals.
But now Griner (31) has become entangled in a geopolitical quandary. Instead of
preparing for the WNBA season that’s less
than two months away, she is believed to
be detained in Russia on what customs officials described as drug charges, with little
word on her case or her wellbeing during
the war in Ukraine.
“With all the problems with Russia and
them attacking Ukraine, has Brittney become a political bargaining chip?” said
Debbie Jackson, Griner’s high school basketball coach. “Is this part of politics? So
much of it doesn’t make any sense to me
that I find it hard to believe that this is really the true thing that happened.”
Griner was in Russia playing for a professional basketball league, a common offseason practice for WNBA players, who can
earn salaries in overseas leagues well beyond what their American teams pay. The
date and circumstances of Griner’s potential detention were not known, and the
WNBA said all of its players except for
Griner were out of the country by Saturday, March 5th .
Griner is said to be facing up to 10 years
in prison if convicted on the drug charges,
based on accusations that she had vape cartridges containing hashish oil in her luggage.
Russian authorities, who said on March
5th that they had detained an American
athlete on these drug charges, did not
name Griner, but Russian news agency
Tass did.
Last Monday, White House press secretary Jen Psaki said she had seen reports
about Griner but that federal privacy law
prevented the US government from discussing a person’s detention without their
written consent. US officials have repeatedly accused Russia of detaining US citizens on pretexts.
Representatives for Griner have declined to comment on Griner’s status beyond a statement that they were working
to get her back to the US. The uncertainty
has caused an outpouring among fans and
supporters of Griner, a groundbreaking
player known for her unmatched blitz of
dunks and her standing as one of the most
prominent gay athletes.
A congresswoman in Houston, Griner’s
hometown, has demanded her release.
WNBA players have posted “Free
Brittney” messages on Twitter. “There are
no words to express this pain,” Brittney’s
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Griner is said to be facing
up to 10 years in prison if
convicted on the drug
charges, based on
accusations that she had
vape cartridges containing
hashish oil in her luggage
wife, Cherelle Griner, wrote l in an Instagram post addressed to Brittney. “I’m hurting, we’re hurting. We await the day to
love on you as a family.”
The Mercury drafted Griner in 2013, in
the hope that she would rejuvenate the
franchise. The turnaround was swift with
Griner playing alongside Diana Taurasi,
the WNBA’s career scoring leader. The
Mercury made the playoffs during Griner’s rookie season and won a champion-

ship in her second. Last season, she was
key to the Mercury’s run to the WNBA finals, where they lost to the Chicago Sky.
“In terms of talent, she was absolutely a
force and continues to be a force,” said
Pamela Wheeler, a former head of the
WNBA players union. “I think that everyone was looking for her to help guide the
league, which she did, into a new era.”
Passion
The year Griner was drafted, the league rebranded, changing its logo and focusing on
promoting three rookies: Griner, Skylar
Diggins-Smith and Elena Delle Donne.
Griner seemed to be a good fit, with an engaging personality, a willingness to laugh
at herself and a passion for calling out bullying.
She was also open about being gay,
which has become more common in
sports, in part because of her. “I’m up for
the challenge,” Griner said at the time
about being part of the rebranding. “I
changed stuff in college basketball, I guess
you could say, so I’m up for it. I never shy
from anything. Whatever’s thrown at me,
I’m ready for it.”
As she elevated her game domestically,
Griner also made a name for herself in international basketball. She won two Olym-

pic gold medals with the US women’s national team, in 2016 and 2021, and started
playing for teams in Russia and China during WNBA offseasons.
Nearly half of the WNBA’s 144 players
were believed to be playing for international teams this offseason, including more
than a dozen in Russia and Ukraine. Griner has played for the Russian team UMMC
Ekaterinburg for several years. “While a
number of players are doing it for the money as well,” said Wheeler, the former union
leader, “they’re also doing it for the love of
the game and continuing to be able to play
and continue to keep themselves in playing shape”. The maximum base salary for
WNBA players is about $228,000
(¤209,000), but international teams have
been known to pay several hundred thousand dollars, and even more than $1 million (¤920,000).
Griner is set to earn just under the
WNBA max in the 2022 season. With the
WNBA’s minimum salary about $60,000
(¤55,000), many players earn the bulk of
their income by playing abroad.
But playing overseas is not a “tourist opportunity” for most players, said Courtney
Cox, an assistant professor at the University of Oregon, who said she travelled to Russia in 2018 to do research for a book about
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She won two Olympic gold
medals with the
US women’s national team,
in 2016 and 2021, and
started playing for teams in
Russia and China during
WNBA offseasons
women’s professional basketball around
the world.
“There’s this whisper network of where
is it safe to play, where players are sharing
information: where you get paid on time,
where they look out for you, the better
trainers, all this information,” Cox said.
“There’s kind of a trauma bond, I think,
that happens, when you play in some of
these spaces where you might be one of the
only American players, depending on the

policies of the league.”
After Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24th, WNBA players in both countries
fled. Playing in the United States can come
with its own issues. In her memoir In My
Skin, Griner wrote about her time at Baylor University, a Baptist-affiliated school
that had an official policy against homosexuality at the time. In the book, Griner said
that Kim Mulkey, her coach, had warned
Griner to “keep your business behind
closed doors”, and told her to cover her tattoos and delete social media posts about
her girlfriend and LGBT issues.
But the Griner who entered the WNBA
displayed a determination to show that she
was comfortable being herself. She talked
about being gay, wore fitted suits and bow
ties, showed off her tattoos and modelled
men’s clothing for Nike as the first openly
gay athlete endorsed by the brand.
“She framed herself as somebody who
was just herself,” said Amira Rose Davis,
an assistant professor at Penn State University who specialises in race, sports and
gender.
She added: “So, when she signs with
Nike and when she pushes back on gender
roles or when she’s doing the cover shoots,
it’s elevating the power of athletes in the
game to write their own narratives about
themselves.”
In May 2015, Griner married Tulsa
Shock forward Glory Johnson, just weeks
after they were arrested after fighting at
their house in Phoenix. The WNBA suspended each of them for seven games, and
they soon ended their relationship. In
2019, Griner married Cherelle, who also attended Baylor. In an Instagram post,
Cherelle thanked those who had shown
support and asked for privacy “as we continue to work on getting my wife home safely”.
Concerns
Little has been said publicly about Griner’s
situation in Russia. Griner’s agent, Lindsay Kagawa Colas, declined to provide details, including whether Griner had been
detained. Colas said in a statement that
she was “aware of the situation” in Russia
and had been in contact with Griner and
her “legal representation” there.
“As we work to get her home, her mental and physical health remain our primary
concern,” Colas said.
Jackson, Griner’s former high school
coach, doubts the charges. “It’s just hard
to believe that Brittney, or any professional athlete that knows the laws of that country and the cultural differences and norms
and just the completely different political
system, would even think about putting in
their carry-on bag something that was a
banned substance in that country,” she
said.
Public demands by US officials for the release of Americans detained abroad typically have little effect on foreign captors.
Such cases are frequently resolved
through behind-the-scenes diplomacy,
and the details may never become public.
Some analysts said that elevating the case
into the political arena with angry demands could make it more difficult to resolve and put pressure on the other country to not be seen as giving in without a
clear win.
Griner’s family and friends just want
her home. Johnson, her former wife, posted a message of support on Instagram.
Cherelle Griner said on Instagram that
this was “one of the weakest moments of
my life”. “My heart, our hearts, are all skipping beats every day that goes by,” she
said.
– New York Times.
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Tipping Point

Malachy
Clerkin

WeshouldnotbedoingbusinesswithcompromisedUefa
U

efa gonna Uefa. At first glance,
the oddest thing about an extremely odd week in the bidding process
for Euro 2028 wasn’t that Russia
decided at the last minute to cause a bit of
chaos or that Turkey decided they fancied
getting involved too.
While these were both unanticipated
early in the week, it’s fair to say the world
is past the point of being shocked at
anything Russia does these days. As for
Turkey, if there was now going to be a
race, they may as well be in it as not,
particularly with a view to maybe ending
up with Euro 2032 by default.
No, the aspect of it all that really jumped
out was the monumental shift in timescale
it caused. At the beginning of the week, all
sources seemed satisfied that the UK and
Ireland bid would be anointed and signed
off on in the coming weeks. It was to be
made official on Thursday, April 7th. But
now that it’s a three-horse race, the
decision won’t be made until September
2023. A fortnight has turned into a year
and a half.
But of course, it’s not that odd at all.
What it means is that Uefa suits have given
themselves a year and a half to have their
bellies tickled by three different bids.
That’s a lot of cross-continent travel,
plenty of nice hotels, endless dinners in
prospective host cities with local govern-

ments picking up the bill each time.
It’s 18 months of playing rival bids off
against each other, of constantly ramping
up the price Uefa can extract for their
generosity in awarding the tournament.
The fact that the UK and Ireland bid is
still expected to win comfortably enough
is neither here nor there. The crucial point
now is that Uefa are going to make them
earn it.
Ah, but as Uefa would surely point out,
it’s not as though a new date came out of
nowhere. This is the process that was
always in place. They were as surprised as
anyone that Russia inserted themselves at
the last minute. And that Turkey jumped
in as well.
They fully expected it to be plain sailing
for the UK and Ireland bid and were fully
ready to confirm it. But process is process
and once a country expresses an interest,
they’re duty-bound to play it all out. So
September 2023 it is.

Macabretheatre
All of which makes Uefa possibly the last
organisation on the planet who are
carrying on as if we are living in normal
times. They have banned Russian teams
from European competition, yes. But they
somehow haven’t yet suspended Russia
from their organisation. They haven’t
thrown Alexander Dyukov off their

executive committee, despite the fact that
he is the CEO and chairman of Gazprom.
That’s Gazprom, who are worth ¤40 million a year to Uefa, of course.
Most egregiously, they haven’t dismissed out of hand Russia’s ludicrous
expression of interest in hosting the 2028
Euros. Everyone with half a brain can see
it for what it is – a piece of macabre theatre
from the Russian government, a bleakly
mischievous bit of nonsense to distract
from the daily horror they are inflicting on
Ukraine.
Uefa’s response wasn’t just weak and
insufficient and bound up in tortured
legalese. It was barely human.
“The Bureau of the Fifa Council and the
Uefa Executive Committee decided on 28
February to suspend all Russian teams,
whether national representative teams or
club teams, from participation in both Fifa
and Uefa competitions until further
notice,” said Wednesday’s statement on
the matter. “However, no suspension of
the Football Russian Union was imposed
at that time.
“The Uefa Executive Committee will
however remain on standby to convene
further extraordinary meetings, on a
regular ongoing basis where required, to
reassess the legal and factual situation as
it evolves and adopt further decisions as
necessary, including in light of the declara-
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Uefa’s response wasn’t just
weak and insufficient and
bound up in
tortured legalese.
It was barely human

tion of interest expressed by the Russian
Football Union for hosting the Uefa
Euro.”
This might be a good place to point out
that the cities Russia is bombing to dust
are the very same ones that hosted Uefa’s
flagship tournament not 10 years ago. In
June 2012, Kharkiv hosted Germany v
Holland, the standout fixture from the
group stages.
Arguably the game of the tournament
came the following day when Denmark
pulled back a two-goal deficit, only for
Portugal to nab the winner three minutes
from time. Thousands of Danes and
Portuguese flooded Lviv that night, sailing
through the same train stations that have

for the past month been the gathering
point for refugee trains to western
Europe.
Of course, it shouldn’t matter a whit
what country Russia was invading. But
you’d have thought that maybe some piece
of Uefa shame would be twanged by the
fact that Kyiv, the city that was the host to
their biggest night just three finals ago, is
surrounded by tanks belonging to one of
the countries looking to be next in line.
Yadda-yadda
Their statement ought to have been two
sentences long – Russia have expressed
interest in hosting the 2028 Euros. Uefa
will not be facilitating them.
Here’s the question for us though. Why
do we want anything to do with Uefa? Why
are we not running as quickly as we can in
the opposite direction from these people?
As ever, one of the worst side-effects of
bidding for an international tournament is
the nonsense Irish politicians get to spout
about economic benefits and lifting the
spirits of the country and all the nebulous
yadda-yadda that goes along with it. But if
we have to endure 18 months of them
yakadoodling away about this stuff, we
should press them on this very simple
matter.
Uefa put on these tournaments to make
money. The major attraction of the UK

Formula One Saudi Arabian Grand Prix

Verstappenclaimsfirstvictoryof
titledefenceafterthrillingbattle
Dutch driver crosses
the finish line only
half a second
ahead of Leclerc
Max Verstappen passed
Charles Leclerc with four laps
to go to win yesterday’s Saudi
Arabian Grand Prix.
Forty-eight hours after a
nearby missile strike threatened to cancel the second
round of the new Formula One
season, Verstappen claimed
the first victory of his title defence following a thrilling battle with Leclerc which went to
the wire.
Verstappen crossed the line
only half-a-second ahead of
Leclerc, with Carlos Sainz third
and pole-sitter Sergio Perez
fourth.
British driver George Russell
finished fifth for Mercedes,
with compatriot Lewis Hamilton only 10th on an evening to
forget for the seven-time world
champion.
Hamilton, who started only
15th following one of the worst
qualifying performances of his
career, made good progress
through the field to move up to
10th by the start of lap 14, and
then seventh when Mercedes
kept him out on old rubber following Nicholas Latifi’s lap-17
crash and the first safety car.
That became sixth when he
made his way ahead of Kevin
Magnussen.
Mercedes were banking on
further drama to afford Hamilton a free pit stop.
But, when the virtual safety
car arrived with 14 laps to run,
Hamilton was denied a stop for
fresh rubber, with Fernando
Alonso and Daniel Ricciardo
stuttering to a halt on the entry
to the pit lane.
When the virtual safety car

and Ireland bid is that, in the words of FA
chief Mark Bullingham: “We can deliver a
really strong commercial return for Uefa
and we feel that puts us in a strong position. Uefa are being very transparent with
all 55 countries that they want to use the
2024 [in Germany] and 2028 men’s Euros
to rebuild their coffers and rebuild their
reserves.”
That’s Uefa’s sole concern here. It’s why
governments have to guarantee to
underwrite bids. It’s why tax laws need to
be changed in bidding countries to ensure
that footballers who come to play in the
tournament don’t have to pay tax here. It’s
why the Irish Government will have to
provide financial cover to pay for security,
marketing and a host of other issues, with
Uefa creaming off the profits for themselves.
And in normal times, we might be
minded to shrug our shoulders and say it’s
the cost of doing business. If you want the
big show, you’ve got to come up with the
readies. Everybody knows the terms and
conditions.
But these aren’t normal times and
Russia has bombed Ukraine for a month
now without being suspended from Uefa.
We should not be doing business with
such a compromised organisation. We
certainly should not be cosying up to them
in a bid to enrich them.

Briefs
Rugby

Lansdowne and Clontarf
seal places in last four of AIL
Lansdowne guaranteed their
presence in the Energia
All-Ireland League Division
1A semi-finals with a 52-21
home victory over UCC.
Mark McHugh’s men had
the bonus point tucked away
by half-time with lively
fullback Eamonn Mills
bagging a brace, but the
concession of three maul
tries was a concern.
UCC, who are destined for
the relegation play-off, hit
the front when hooker Tadgh
McCarthy went over from an
early lineout drive. Daniel
Squires converted.
However, Dan Murphy
crashed over for an 11th-minute leveller and Lansdowne’s
backs were in lethal form
with Mills (twice), Michael

Silvester and replacement
James Reynolds all touching
down.
Clontarf sealed a home
semi-final after defeating
Cork Constitution 24-12 at
Temple Hill.
A dominant set-piece and
tries from Tony Ryan,
Michael Brown and Cian
O’Donoghue set up the north
Dublin team to beat the
defending champions who
are still hanging on to the last
play-off spot.
Dublin University are right
back in the play-off picture
after picking up their second
successive victory, winning
30-19 at Ballynahinch.
Flanker Alan Francis
impressed with a brace of
tries.

Camogie

Curran outstanding as Wexford
advance to Division 2 semi-finals

■ Max Verstappen celebrates

on the podium after winning at
the Jeddah Corniche Circuit
yesterday.
PHOTOGRAPH: GETTY IMAGES

period ended on lap 41 and the
pit lane reopened, Hamilton
was allowed to stop, but he fell
back six places to 12th before
passing Alexander Albon and
then Lance Stroll to take the final point.
Up front, Leclerc and Verstappen were involved in a tantalising battle for victory for the
second time in a week.
On lap 42, Verstappen
fought his way past Leclerc at

the final corner, only for the
Monegasque to move back
ahead of the world champion
on the main straight.
At the end of lap 46, Verstappen learnt his lesson and fixed
his Red Bull on to the back of
Leclerc’s Ferrari gearbox
through the final bend before
using the tow and DRS to roar
past his rival on the main
straight.
Leclerc hustled Verstappen
to the line, but the Dutch driver
kept his composure to win.
Leclerc leads Ferrari
team-mate Sainz in the championship, with Verstappen 20
points adrift following his late
retirement in Bahrain a week
ago.

Jeddah GP Top 10 finishers
1MaxVerstappen(Ned)RedBull1hr24:mins
19.293secs,2CharlesLeclerc(Mon)Ferrari
+0.549,3CarlosSainz Jr(Spa)Ferrari
+8.097,4SergioPerez(Mex)Red Bull
+10.800,5 GeorgeRussell(Gbr)MercedesGP
+32.732,6EstebanOcon(Fra)Alpine +56.017,
7LandoNorris(Gbr)McLaren+56.124,
8PierreGasly(Fra)ScuderiaAlphaTauri
+1:02.946,9KevinMagnussen(Den)HaasF1
+1:04.308,10LewisHamilton(Gbr)Mercedes
GP+1:13.948

WorldChampionship standings:1Charles
Leclerc45pts, 2CarlosSainzJr33,3Max
Verstappen25,4GeorgeRussell22,5Lewis
Hamilton16,6EstebanOcon14,7Sergio
Perez12,8KevinMagnussen12,9Valtteri
Bottas(Fin)AlfaRomeoRacing8,10Lando
Norris6
Manufacturers:1ScuderiaFerrari78pts,2
Mercedes-AMGPetronas38,3OracleRed
BullRacing37,4BWTAlpine16,5Haas12,6
AlfaRomeo F1Orlen9,7ScuderiaAlphaTauri
8,8McLaren6,9AstonMartinAramco
Cognizant0,10WilliamsRacing0

Verstappen said: “It was a really tough race but good race.
We battled hard and we had to
play the long game.
“It wasn’t easy, we were play-

ing smart tricks in the final corner, but we managed to get
ahead. We are happy that we finally kick-started the season.”
Leclerc, who won the open-

ing round in Bahrain, added: “It
wasn’t enough today, but I really enjoyed that race. It is hard
racing but fair. And every race
should be like this. I wanted to
win today. Max did a great job.
“I was pushing like I have
rarely pushed before, to the absolute limit, but of course there
is respect. However, I am disappointed.”
Perez was unfortunate to
drop back after he lost out
when he stopped before the
safety car was deployed.
Russell took the flag more
than half-a-second back as Mercedes’ poor start to the campaign continued, with fellow
Briton Lando Norris a respectable seventh for McLaren.

An outstanding contribution
by Anais Curran set Wexford’s first team up for a 1-13
to 1-5 triumph over Kilkenny’s intermediates in the
Littlewoods Ireland Camogie
League Division 2 quarter-final at Glynn Barntown.
That completes the line up
for the Division 2 semi-finals,
with Cork having defeated
Galway by 1-13 to 0-10 in
yesterday’s quarter-final,
and Waterford and Antrim
awaiting the pair prior to the
weekend action.
That three of the last four
are competing in the All-Ireland senior championship
this year – Cork’s second
string being the odd ones out
– is a testament to the rising
standards of camogie.
Back in Division 1, Galway
were already assured of a
place in the final and Offaly
focusing on a relegation

■ Westmeath’s Holly Dowdall
and Clare Gaffney celebrate

decider but they had to clash
to bring the group stages to a
conclusion and the All-Ireland champions prevailed
against their committed
rivals 2-21 to 1-8 in Kilbeacanty.
Ailish O’Reilly, who was
named an All Star on Friday
night, was the game’s top
scorer with 1-3.
Meanwhile, Westmeath
defeated Roscommon 1-15 to
3-3 to win the Tesco All-Ireland Minor B Shield.

Golf

Cricket West Indies v England, Third Test

AilingEnglandendwinlesswinterwithWestIndiesseriesloss

England’s ailing Test team
chalked up another low point as
they ended their winless winter
with defeat in the West Indies.
The result was a foregone
conclusion when the teams
emerged on the fourth morning
in Grenada, with the hosts putting their forlorn opponents
out of their misery by sailing
over the line by 10 wickets.
Set a paltry 28 to take the
third Test and a 1-0 series win,
they needed just 29 balls to continue their proud home record
in this fixture.
Only once since 1968 has an
England side left the islands triumphant, but the wider prob-

lems are more stark and more
immediate than that.
The scrutiny over Joe Root’s
captaincy will now intensify after his hopes of launching a
so-called red-ball reset in the
Caribbean came crashing down
amid familiar failings.
The bare facts are inescapable: one Test victory in 17 attempts and five series without
success for the first time in
their history.
There is a power vacuum at
the top of the England and
Wales Cricket Board, with no
permanent chair, director of
cricket or head coach, and it
now seems more likely than

ever that Root’s position could
be the next to become vacant.
Root indicated he wants to
continue in the job despite intense speculation over his position. He told BT Sport: “I’m
very passionate about trying to
take this team forward. I will
control what I can.
“I don’t think it’s ever in your ■ West Indies batters John
hands. I feel like the group are Campbell and Kraigg
very much behind me, we’re do- Brathwaite celebrate in
ing a lot of really good things Grenada yesterday
and we just need to turn that
into results now.”
This decisive third Test had two flat track draws in Antigua
started with everything on the and Barbados.
line and England relatively conBut at the key moments they
fident after getting the better of reverted to type, with the top or-

der blown away twice on a
sporty but hardly unplayable
surface.
Things came crashing down
on day three, when tepid bowling gave way to dreadful batting and left the tourists with
the slenderest 10-run lead and
just two wickets in hand.
There was a modicum of resolve on show, just enough to
make the specialist batters wonder how and why they had
proved so easy to dislodge, with
the lead nudged up to 27 in 54
minutes. Both sides were essentially going through the motions for most of that time, so it
was fitting to see Kemar Roach

wrap up the England innings.
The 33-year-old quick has
never made any secret of his
passion for this fixture and
showed what it meant to him as
he celebrated the wickets of
Chris Woakes and Jack Leach.
Woakes was the victim of a
superb one-handed grab by Jason Holder at leg gully, with
Leach caught behind by player-of-the-match Josh Da Silva.
Kraigg Brathwaite and John
Campbell sprinted off the field,
eager to get the party started,
and helped themselves to four
boundaries as they romped
over the line to the delight of
the home fans.

Ferguson dedicates maiden
tour win to his mother
Scotland’s Ewen Ferguson
dedicated his maiden DP
World Tour title to his mum
after finishing with a flourish
to win the Qatar Masters on
Mother’s Day.
Overnight co-leaders
Adrian Meronk and Matthew
Jordan had shared the lead
between them for most of
yesterday’s final round but,
as they struggled in strong
winds on the back nine,
Ferguson produced a chip-in
eagle and a birdie in his last
three holes to emerge
victorious.
Ferguson’s closing 70 took
him to seven under par for
the tournament and earned
him a one-shot victory ahead
of playing partner Chase

Hanna. Meronk and Marcus
Kinhult were another shot
further back in a tie for third,
with Jordan in the large
group on four under after his
76.
Ferguson said: “That’s for
my mum. I know she’ll be
watching at home crying.
Happy Mother’s Day to all
the mums, especially mine.
“My mum, dad, sister and
brother and all my family
gave me everything to try and
get to this moment and it’s an
absolute dream come true.”
The 25-year-old also paid
tribute to his coach Jamie
Gough after some chipping
practice earlier in the day
helped him to
victory.

